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1. Motivation
▪ A key feature of the transformative innovation policy (TIP) is directionality and intentionality of

experimentation efforts.

▪ One of the major weaknesses however is the lack of solutions for institutionalizing experimentation 
beyond pilots

➔ HOW TO SCALE-UP?

▪ To address this issue, we explore:

 The relevance and applicability of pilots and their organisational solution policy labs as two in-vogue approaches 
to experimentation.

 How to institutionalize experimentation in the regional context through top-down or bottom-up, self-organized 
stakeholder involvement.

 Methodological issues in implementing Partnerships for Regional Innovation (PRI) as the proposed main 
governance form for implementing transformative regional innovation policy in the EU in the next planning 
period ➔ the how. 
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1. Challenge(s) of transformative innovation policy

▪ The TIP approach: experimentation, cross learning and discovery of ‘what works’ (Katell et al., 2018).

▪ Currently focus on pilots and policy labs:

 Pilots have number of advantages: they can be modified or cancelled, they are very suitable if the programme
has limited scope and outreach, especially risks and failures are acceptable and technical risks are 
differentiated from strategic risks.

 Can be efficiently „filtered“ with the use of „Randomised ControlTrials“ (RCTs).

▪ But RCTs conceptualise interventions as occurring in closed systems and study the intervention as a 
static and mechanical cause aimed at preconceived effects in a simple linear model of cause-effect. ≠  
TIP programmes:

 The broader the scope and outreach of the intended program (complexity), the more there will be factors that 
pilots cannot account for (context dependency), the lower pilots‘ learning value or relevance.

 Developmental evaluation seems more appropriate as „there are no known solutions to issues or where multiple 
pathways forward are possible“.

 ➔ use of “diagnostic monitoring” (Kuznetsov and Sabel, 2017) or early warning systems, when results do not 
seem likely, seems more appropriate. 



2. The HOW: governance approaches

▪ How to engage stakeholders: proponents of 
mission-oriented and TIP policies advocate either 
(Ulmanen et al. (2022)):

a. top-down approach (mission-oriented) or

b. promote bottom-up, self-organised stakeholder 
involvement (transformative policy).

‘How can TIP programmes generate transformative change? 



2. 
Top-down
vs.
Bottom-up

Each of the two solutions has 
problems in resolving at least some 
of the following coordination 
challenges: 

• multi-level (EU - regions-
national), 

• horizontal (inter-ministerial), 

• vertical (ministry-agency-firms 
and knowledge institutions), 

• intersectoral (public-private)

• timing coordination!



3. The HOW: learning from policy practice

Our approach: 

▪ Policy practice has already generated relevant insights and lessons that could be 
used to implement transformative regional innovation policy, particularly PRIs:

 Advances country cases (based on in depth analysis of Public Private Innovation Partnership programmes):

 VINNVÄXT programme (Sweden)

 Innovation Performance Contracts programme (Netherlands)

 Innovation Networks programme (Denmark)

 Medium development level case:

 Smart Specialisation Strategy governance approach (Slovenia)



1. Networks emerged driven by institutionally different facilitators, establishing feedback loops 
with stakeholders throughout programme activities' planning and implementation phases!

2. Facilitators have created space for communication and interaction to explore new options 
and solutions!

3. Facilitators (pro)actively engaged in brokering activities➔ the funding programme enables a 
broker to connect and develop the relationship between different innovation actors!

4. Brokers‘ scope of activities is not confined to R&D - they are also assigned to facilitate 
commercialisation, training and especially connections between regional players and international 
actors and value chains. 

5. Networking programs have matched support to individual needs ➔ the scope of support was 
specific to individual actors within the particular mission of upgrading the capabilities of respective 
companies!

6. A distinctive feature of successful networking programmes is flexibility in all stages in the 
light of new insights ➔ specific form of diagnostic monitoring ➔ learning!

The bottom-line: to establish the institutional context ‘in which an outcome will emerge from interaction among 
decision-makers, each of whom is in pursuit of solutions to his own problems’, BUT who, at the same time, commit 

towards the same goals and converge their actions in the same direction!
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The S4 case in SI (2)

Precondition 1: Directionality and intentionality

 Integrated whole-of-the-government approach

 Strong business orientation

 Niche orientation

Precondition 2: Open leadership from the top

 Stakeholders, particularly firms, 
expected the government to take the leading role, 
but on the basis of collaborative, forward-looking approach!

PRIs: Orchestrated experimentation 
and discovery from the bottom

 Strategic research and innovation partnerships - SRIPs

 The government set the framework conditions and allowed stakeholders of each SRIP to 
decide on their specific business model ➔ flexibility.
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Taking the two approaches to the next level: 
towards systems innovation and upscaling

mutually reinforcing top-down and bottom-up approach,                                                
leading towards the virtuous cycle :

1. The government must have a system of checks and balances (monitoring for accountability, gov. 
as a guardian of the framework conditions & preventing „mediocre ambition“)

2. PRIs must integrate into the broader innovation, business, and start-up support ecosystems.

3. For the system to upgrade, the policy mix must be constantly adjusted to the changing and rising 
needs of the PRI / SRIP stakeholders.

4. Governments must ensure long-term commitment 
and political ownership ➔

Relationships leading to TRUST.
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The path towards

Strategic Collaboration

Leading to 

VIRTUOUS CYCLE!

Broader Governance

Framework matters…

… for scallling, 

especially

in institutionally weaker areas,

but also for enactment!

4. How to really do it: Methodological foundations of PRIs
3



▪ Through action learning, individuals learn with and from each other by working on 
real problems and reflecting on their own experiences." (McGill and Beaty, 2021: 11)

▪ ‘Action learning’ is
a ‘highly situational’ practice
(Gifford, 2005:2).

▪ But PRIs / LNs should be set up as:

 formal inter-stakeholder arrangements,

 with explicit operational structure and business model!

4.4  Action Learning as the underlying mode of 
Work of PRIs (Learning Networks)



Transformation (of a region or a country):

▪ Requires addressing large set of complex and / or 
ill-defined problems and opportunities…

▪ … for that experimentation with diverse coalitions is needed.

➔Co-creation and Strategic Collaboration!

Why are PRIs/LNs critical for the success of this process:

 They provide for facilitated interaction among a diversity of stakeholders and participants ➔
learning. 

 Successful implementation requires negotiation among topics and individuals and skilled 
balancing of different perspectives or interests ➔ common direction.

 They enable synergies and new solutions, while having capacity to adapt previously agreed 
processes and procedures to emerging new problems which demand new solutions
➔ value creation, adaptation & upscalling.

4.5  Action Learning as the underlying
mode of Work of PRIs (Learning Networks)



5. Conclusions & Policy Implications (1)

1. Pilots and policy labs as the mainstream institutional solutions to experimentation, 
at least in the context of the EU regional innovation policy, face serious challenges.

2. Transformative regional policies require complementary national or regional 
government-facilitated approaches complemented by bottom-up driven partnerships 
for regional innovation (PRIs).

3. PRIs should , within a formal context:

 promote learning and mobilisation of diverse coalitions of stakeholders in a common direction

 via facilitation, brokering, negotiations, promoting syneriges and finding new solutions, 

 in a constantly adapting context, 

 with chances of upscalling and enactment being improved when embedded in a broader eco-system with
(pro)active government.



5. Conclusions & Policy Implications (2)

4. The ‘thicker’ the initial institutional environment, the easier it is to introduce more advanced PRI 
functions. 

5. Weaker institutional environments will require greater committment due to lacking intermediary 
organisations, but also, e.g., with regard to ensuring accountability➔ thus, the weaker the
institutional environment, the stronger the role for the government.

6. Stability (~ political cycles) is essential for building institutional capacities, relationships and trust and
thus for putting in place virtuous cycle of co-creation and strategic collaboration!

== TRANSFORMATION of a REGION / COUNTRY!



Thank you!
peter.wostner@gov.si

JRC Working Paper coming out in July 2023
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